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The Complete Transcript of Podcast 18 
Where we discuss: Living with Purpose 
 
Intro: Welcome to solutions for health and happiness with 
Claire and Helen - the Lightning Process Team.  Want to live 
a life you love?  Start here... 
 
Helen: Hello and welcome to Episode 18 of our podcast 
series.  I’m Helen Harding and my co-host is Claire Brooker. 
 
Claire: Hello listeners! 
 
Helen: It’s great to have you back with us this week and so just a quick re-cap about what 
our last podcast was on; it was all about learning to trust yourself, and here are the main 
points. 
 
Claire: So trusting yourself is like a muscle that can be strengthened, but you need to use it 
quite a lot.  Check in with yourself, ask yourself what you want and what you need and as 
much as possible, stay in the present and recognise your feelings.  Start thinking back to 
times when you did listen to your inner wisdom, how that felt and what positive effects this 
had on your life. 
 
Helen: Pay attention to any ‘I don’t knows' and start dropping them from your vocabulary.  
Also start to hang out with people who really ‘get’ you and already have faith in you.  And as 
you go through this journey, you’re going to trip up from time to time but that’s ok, just get 
yourself back on track, listen to Podcast 17 again and put the tips into practice. 
 
Claire: So today our podcast is all about living with purpose.  Usually clients come to see us 
because they are not living a life they love and they want to change that.  Initially the focus is 
on resolving on-going health and wellbeing issues that stop you from functioning well.  Once 
that is achieved, the question becomes now that I’m feeling well, what would I love to do with 
my life? 
 
Helen: Dr Robert Holden tells a great story of a client who comes to see him and tells him 
that it’s really tiring to find their purpose in life and she just wants to give up.  And Dr Holden 
says 'Actually, I think you should do that immediately'.  What he felt is, to find your purpose 
you have to give up this kind of chronic busyness of doing, doing, doing, but instead feel 
really comfortable with being yourself. 
 
Claire: And building on from what Dr Holden says we have our own suggestions for starting 
to move forwards with this issue, living our lives purposely.  There is a world of difference 
between being busy and having a purpose.  The purpose of your life is not to be as busy as 
possible, in fact this busyness often blocks you from finding out what you really want.  Don’t 
get us wrong though, some days you need to be very productive or busy to get things done.  
What we’re talking about here is chronic busyness that often masks feelings of insecurity, 
unworthiness and lack of direction. 
 
Helen: Another suggestion is to make some time to just be alone.  We live in a society that 
doesn’t value any quiet time alone.  We value action.  But living without that quiet time can 
really hinder our self-development and connection to our values and our purpose.  So find 
some space and some time to regularly be alone.  This helps authenticity to surface.  To 
start the conversation, ask yourself about how your life and work are really going and then 
pause and wait for an answer. 
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Claire: Another great question to ask is how alive do I feel on a scale of one to ten?  This is 
the time to be patient.  Wait, listen and then write down those lessons. 
 
Helen: We often have clients that come to see us and what they’ve started to do to get some 
alone time are activities such as meditation and yoga, which are brilliant at just allowing 
them some peace and to get in touch with what they really want in life.  Or you could just 
simply go out for a walk. 
 
Claire: Absolutely Helen.  Another top tip from us is to get rid of distraction.  You know, 
sometimes you sit down to do this exercise and you realise ‘oh no I haven’t sent that email, 
actually the dishwasher needs emptying, facebook needs checking, I need to send that 
tweet’.  Listen, just stop distracting yourself and really discipline yourself and set aside a 
decent amount of time for yourself.  You deserve that time and space. 
 
Helen: You certainly do, and also look to yourself for guidance rather than to others.  You’re 
taught from a really young age to look to others for guidance.  In fact, copying others is really 
helpful to a point because as a child it’s the way we learnt - we learnt to walk, we learnt to 
speak and write and all of those other qualities.  But the trouble is, when you extend this 
process to include finding your purpose, copying others just doesn’t cut it.  So stop living the 
script of somebody else’s life and start getting comfortable listening to yourself. 
 
Claire: A big principle of the LP is to be an amazing guide for yourself so we really whole-
heartedly agree with this. 
 
Helen: We do.  It’s about learning to be your best supporter, your best coach and just be 
there to support yourself through all life’s challenges and all life’s ups and downs. 
 
Claire: Excellent, and finding your purpose is very much linked to your happiness and that’s 
our next tip for you today, is to be happy.  People who are fulfilled are generally happier than 
people who are not.  So a way to do this is to finish this sentence ‘At my happiest I...’  So it 
could be ‘at my happiest I paint’, ‘at my happiest I’m around other people’, ‘at my happiest 
I’m doing sport’.  Start to identify the situations and occasions where you feel most happy 
and then reflect on the insights you get and how this can help you live more purposefully.  
You can also think back to a time when you were really, really happy.  What were you doing, 
who were you with and this just gets the happy chemicals buzzing around your head. 
 
Helen: And it’s a great thing to do - reflecting on great times and fun times, it’s great!  We 
also suggest that you live purposefully.  Generally, when we think about what our purpose is, 
it’s really easy to get overwhelmed and see it as a massive thing that you’ve got to find and 
just really, really difficult.  We recommend that you chunk this down and that you start living 
with purpose every day.  For example, start focussing on being receptive to the highest 
purpose of each activity you do through the day.  The easiest way of doing this is choosing 
how you want to feel each morning or how you want to go about your day in each situation 
and this will really start to help you be truly present and receptive in your life. 
 
Claire: And we’ve started to do this as well haven’t we Helen?  You know, our big purpose is 
to spread solutions to health and happiness, we do this through our podcasts, we’re now on 
Facebook, we’re on twitter, and if you’d like to follow us on Facebook or twitter, you can find 
links to this on our website. 
 
Helen: We also have been doing a lot of blogs on our website as well, so comment on those, 
join us and find out inspirational stories because we’re doing it to help you get great lives.  
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So our suggestions for living purposely for today are to stop your chronic busyness and 
distraction and schedule some alone time.  Ask yourself useful questions like ‘How alive do I 
feel on a scale of one to ten’ and ‘At my happiest I…’.  Listen to yourself rather than trying to 
live by a script that other people have written for you and live purposefully every day by 
asking yourself each morning, ‘how do you want to do your day?’ 
 
Claire: We hope you enjoyed this podcast and try out some of our tips for yourself.  If you 
have any questions about the Lightning Process, we are happy to call you or respond to any 
emails personally.  Contact us at the website which is www.lightningprocess.co.uk.  While 
you’re there, keep in touch by signing up to our newsletter for the latest updates, events and 
contact us if you would like transcripts for these podcasts.  Have a great week and we’ll see 
you soon. 
 
Helen: And don’t forget to catch up with us on Facebook and twitter too!  Have a great week. 
 
Outro: Thanks for joining us, until next time!  You’re one step closer to living a life you love. 
 


